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ABSTRACT: Nitrogen-doped ZnO (ZnO:N) films were
prepared by remote plasma in situ atomic layer doping. X-
ray photoelectron and absorption near-edge spectroscopies
reveal the presence of Zn−N bond and a decrease in strength
of the O 2p hybridized with Zn 4s states, which are consistent
with the decrease of electron concentration in ZnO:N films
with increasing nitrogen content and indicate the formation of
acceptor states by occupation of oxygen sites with nitrogen.
Linear dependence between the nitrogen content and the
atomic layer doping percentage indicates the electrical properties and local electronic structures can be precisely controlled using
this atomic layer doping technique.
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■ INTRODUCTION
Zinc oxide (ZnO) has attracted great attention as an ultraviolet
(UV) material because of its large exciton binding energy (60
meV) and wide direct bandgap (3.37 eV).1−6 ZnO has been
used in a variety of applications, such as UV light-emitting
diodes (LEDs)2,3 and transparent thin film transistors
(TFTs).4,5 However, undoped ZnO exhibits intrinsic n-type
conductivity due to various nonstoichiometric defects, for
example, Zn interstitials and O vacancies.7 It has been reported
that p-type conductivity can be achieved by doping with group-
V elements (N, P, and As) as substituting for O sites in
ZnO.8−10 Since the bond length of Zn−O is significantly
shorter than that of Zn−P and Zn−As, phosphorus and arsenic
tend to form antisite deep-level states (PZn and AsZn) in ZnO.10

Nitrogen is considered as a promising p-type dopant because
the ionic radius of N is close to O, which leads to facile
substitution. Thus nitrogen-doped ZnO (ZnO:N) thin films
have been applied in ZnO homojunction LEDs11,12 and active
channel layers in TFTs.13 As the ZnO thin films were prepared
by low-temperature processes, the film structure would be
amorphous or low-level crystalline. Because there are no grain
boundaries in amorphous ZnO, the film is preferred as a
channel material in TFTs.14−16 Even in the absence of grain
boundaries, electron mobility at the band edges in a disordered
system is reduced by random atomic arrangements due to the
loss of lattice periodicity.17 On the other hand, for the ZnO
thin films prepared by high-temperature processes, electron

mobility in crystalline ZnO is limited by defects, such as oxygen
vacancies, dislocations, and impurities, at the grain boundaries.
Therefore, the details of the local electronic structures of the
ZnO thin films are of great interest for understanding their
electrical properties.
Many techniques have been developed to prepare ZnO thin

films doped with group-V elements, including metal−organic
chemical vapor deposition,18,19 molecular beam epitaxy,11,20

pulse laser deposition,21,22 and sputtering.23,24 Atomic layer
deposition (ALD) is an alternative thin-film deposition method
for preparing high-quality ZnO thin films due to the self-
limiting characteristics.25−28 As compared with other techni-
ques, the advantages of ALD include accurate thickness and
composition control, excellent step coverage and conformality,
high uniformity over a large area, low defect density, good
reproducibility, and low deposition temperatures. In addition,
because of layer-by-layer (or “digital”) growth, ALD has the in
situ doping capability of achieving high dopant concentration
while maintaining atomic level control of the doping process.
Recently, atomic layer doping technique by stacking of multiple
δ layers was demonstrated to achieve high phosphorus
concentrations and low resistivity in germanium.29 In this
study, well-controlled ZnO:N thin films were prepared by in
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situ atomic layer doping based on the ALD technique. The
nitrogen radicals were generated in remote NH3/H2 plasma
and in situ incorporated into ZnO during the film growth. The
benefit of remote plasma is the minimization of plasma-induced
damages due to no direct wafer exposure to the plasma. The
correlation between the local electronic structures and the
electrical properties of the ZnO:N films was investigated using
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), X-ray absorption
spectroscopy (XAS) and Hall effect measurement. In XAS, X-
ray absorption near edge spectroscopy (XANES) indicates the
fingerprint of the oxidation state and site symmetry of the
element. The high degree of sensitivity to the coordination
environment of the absorber atom in XANES results from the
perturbation of the wave function of the ejected photoelectron
caused by multiple scattering from the surrounding atoms.30,31

Therefore, XANES at O K-edge, N K-edge, and Zn LIII-edge
was employed to analyze the variations in absorption edge of
the ZnO:N thin films in this work.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
ZnO:N thin films of thickness about 170 nm were deposited on
(0002)-oriented sapphire substrates at a low temperature of 180 °C
using ALD (Fiji F202, Cambridge Nanotech). Diethylzinc (DEZn, Zn
(C2H5)2), H2O vapor, and NH3 were utilized as the precursors for
zinc, oxygen, and nitrogen, respectively. The process was composed of
two kinds of ALD cycles, the first contained the following sequence:
DEZn → Ar purge → H2O → Ar purge for the deposition of ZnO,
and the second contained DEZn → Ar purge → remote NH3/H2

plasma → Ar purge → H2O → Ar purge for the in situ atomic layer
doping of nitrogen into ZnO films. The pressure in the ALD chamber
was approximately 3 × 10−1 Torr. The remote NH3/H2 plasma was
generated by a radio frequency (RF) coil under a RF power of 300 W.
Multiple atomic doped layers were introduced into the ZnO films and
the ALD cycles for in situ atomic layer doping were uniformly
distributed in a total of 1000 ALD cycles. The atomic layer doping
percentage can be precisely controlled by the number of atomic doped
layers and their separation in the films. For example, one ALD cycle
for atomic layer doping was performed every 9 ZnO ALD cycles for
preparing the nominal ZnO:N(10%) film, i.e., the ZnO:N film with
nitrogen atomic layer doping percentage of 10%. The nitrogen atomic
layer doping percentages in the ZnO:N films, from 10 to 40%, can be
precisely controlled by the number of the ALD cycles for nitrogen in
situ atomic layer doping. Afterward, the ZnO:N thin films were treated
by RTA at 1000 °C in oxygen atmosphere for 5 min in order to
improve the uniformity of dopant distribution and crystalline quality.
The crystalline structure and electrical properties of the ZnO:N thin

films were characterized by X-ray diffraction (XRD) and Hall effect
measurement. The XRD patterns were recorded by the X-ray
diffractometer (X′Pert PRO, PANalytical) in θ−2θ mode with Cu
Kα radiation. The carrier concentration, mobility, and conductivity
type of the films were measured by Ecopia HMS-3000 Hall-effect
measurement system in the van der Pauw configuration at room
temperature. The XPS technique (PHI 5000 VersaProbe, ULVAC-
PHI) was used to investigate the chemical state of N element and
determine the N content in the ZnO:N films. The binding energy was
referenced with respect to the Au 4f7/2 line at 84 eV. Soft XAS
measurements were carried out at the BL20A1 station of the National
Synchrotron Radiation Research Center (NSRRC), in Hsinchu,
Taiwan. The energy and current of the storage ring were 1.5 GeV
and 300 mA, respectively. Those measurements were performed in the
total electron yield mode for O K-edge, N K-edge, and Zn LIII-edge, in
an ultrahigh-vacuum (UHV) chamber, with a base pressure of 1 ×
10−10 Torr. Photoluminescence (PL) spectroscopy was conducted
using a pulsed Q-switched diode-pumped solid-state laser (Advanced
Optowave Corporation, λ = 266 nm, repetition rate = 15 kHz).

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows the variation of the N content in the ZnO:N
films with the nitrogen atomic layer doping percentage,

identified by quantitative analysis of the XPS spectra. The
insert shows the XPS spectrum of the N 1s peak at ∼399.2 eV
associated with the Zn−N bond, indicating the substitution of
N for O in the ZnO:N films.14,34 The ZnO0.871N0.129 as
indicated in the inset of Figure 1 indicates that the actual
atomic compositions of O and N are 87.1 and 12.9%, which
corresponds to the nominal ZnO:N(40%) thin film with the
nitrogen atomic layer doping percentage of 40%. The smaller
atomic composition of N in the ZnO:N films than the nitrogen
atomic layer doping percentage can be attributed to the partial
incorporation of nitrogen, not self-limiting, in each ALD cycle
for in situ atomic layer doping, because the introduction of
remote NH3/H2 plasma was followed by the oxygen precursor
(H2O vapor) and the Zn−O bond is stronger than the Zn−N
bond. It is seen that an N content in the ZnO:N films increases
linearly with the nitrogen atomic layer doping percentage. This
linearity indicates that the N content can be precisely
controlled by the number of atomic doped layers, clearly
indicating that the in situ atomic layer doping technique is a
well-controlled process. It should be noted that the N content
as high as 12.9% can be achieved using this in situ atomic layer
doping technique.
Figure 2 shows that XRD patterns of the pure ZnO and

ZnO:N thin films with different N contents. The pure ZnO and
ZnO:N thin films have dominant c-axis orientation with (0002)

Figure 1. N content as a function of the nitrogen atomic layer doping
percentage in ZnO:N thin films. Inset shows the XPS spectrum of
ZnO0.871N0.129 films.

Figure 2. XRD patterns of the pure ZnO and ZnO:N thin films.
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face reflection at ∼34.7°, namely, the c-axis of the grains is
perpendicular to the substrate surface. The intensity and full-
width at half-maximum (FWHM) of XRD (0002) peak
significantly decrease and broaden with the increase of the N
content. A slight shift of the (0002) peak toward the low-angle
side reveals the grains undergo a tensile strain along the c-axis
due to the partial substitution of larger N atoms (rN = 0.75 Å)
for smaller O atoms (rO = 0.65 Å). As for the ZnO0.871N0.129
thin films, two weak ZnO (101 ̅0) and (101 ̅1) peaks together
with those belonging to Zn(OH)2 and Zn3N2 were
observed,32,33 which can be attributed to the distortion of
ZnO lattice due to the incorporation of a large amount of
nitrogen.
The O K-edge XANES spectra in total electron yield mode of

the pure ZnO and ZnO:N thin films with different N contents,
along with that of the sapphire substrate, are shown in Figure
3(a). The total electron yield mode is surface sensitive while
the fluorescence yield mode is suitable for bulk study. The
ligand K-edge XAS is very sensitive to the chemical
environment around the ligand element and the electronic

structure of oxygen atom is influenced sensitively by the
content of N species. Therefore, the spectral variation of
XANES at O K-edge with the N content can directly provide
useful structural information about the electronic structure of
the oxygen ion and the bonding character with Zn metal ion. In
comparison with the first-principles multiscattering simulation,
the energy region between 530 and 550 eV is contributed to
the electron transition from the oxygen 1s state to the oxygen
2p level.35 In the photon energy range of ∼530−539 eV, XAS
can be mainly assigned to the O 2p hybridized with Zn 4s
states. The spectrum between 539 and 550 eV is mainly
ascribed to the O 2p hybridized with Zn 4p states.36 As we can
see in the inset in Figure 3a, the intensity of the peak at ∼533
eV decreases a little bit and its photon energy slightly shifts to
higher energy with an increase of the N content, which might
be caused by the replacement of O sites by N. The result also
indicates a decrease in strength of the O 2p hybridized with Zn
4s states and a widening of the bandgap energy.35 Figure 4

shows the room-temperature PL spectra of the pure ZnO and
ZnO:N films with various N contents. The PL spectral peak
around 382 nm of the pure ZnO film can be identified as the
near band-edge emission. A blue shift of the PL spectra was
observed as the N content increased, which is in good
agreement with the shift toward higher energy of the XAS peak
at ∼533 eV as shown in Figure 3a.
Figure 3b presents the Zn LIII-edge XAS spectra of the pure

ZnO and ZnO:N thin films, revealing a spectral variation
between 1015 to 1035 eV with an increase of the N content.
The photon energy region is associated with the electron
transitions from Zn 2p level to Zn 4s and antibonding 3d
states.37,38 It can be clearly seen in Figure 3b that the feature of
peak B and C changes remarkably as the N content increases.
Because the Zn 3d orbital is more localized than the Zn 4s
orbital, the transition probability of Zn 2p to 3d could be
greater than that of Zn 2p to 4s, and so the peak A is less
sensitive. The shift of peak B and C toward higher energy
indicates the increase in the energy of the valence state of Zn
species, suggesting that the strength of the electron in Zn
species caught by the O ligand gradually increases with an
increase of the N content.27 The result may be ascribed to the
stronger electronegativity of oxygen than nitrogen as N and O
bond with the Zn atom together, also implying the substitution
of N for O sites. Figure 3c shows the N 1s absorption spectra of
the pure ZnO and ZnO:N films. The clear N 1s absorption
edge peak emerges at ∼401.5 eV, which is consistent with the
results of ZnO:N films reported by Jirsak and De Louise et

Figure 3. Normalized XANES spectra of the ZnO and ZnO:N thin
films. (a) O K-edge and the insert shows a partial enlarged view of O
K-edge, (b)Zn LIII-edge, and (c) N K-edge.

Figure 4. Room-temperature PL spectra of the pure ZnO and ZnO:N
thin films.
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al.,36,39 but different from that of the original N 1s, which is
approximately located at 398 eV.36 The shift in absorption
energy could be a result of the incorporation of nitrogen in
ZnO films.
Figure 5 displays the electron concentration and mobility of

the ZnO:N thin films as a function of the N content. The

electron concentration decreases almost 4 orders of magnitude,
from 1 × 1019 to 1 × 1015 cm−3, with an increase of the N
content from 0 to 0.129. Such significant decrease in the
electron concentration can be attributed to the following
mechanisms: (1) The incorporation of nitrogen into ZnO via
the in situ atomic layer doping process may result in the
formation of the N-related acceptors (No). Thus the decrease
in electron concentration is due to the compensation of the
intrinsic donor states by the N-related acceptors. (2) Because
oxygen vacancies in ZnO were considered as the source of
unintentional n-type conductivity, it is generally believed that
oxygen vacancies act as donor states in ZnO.40 Oxygen
atmosphere in the post-RTA treatment may reduce the density
of oxygen vacancies, resulting in the decrease of electron
concentration. Accordingly the electron concentration de-
creases with the nitrogen incorporation and the RTA treatment
in oxygen ambient. It is also seen that the electron mobility
decreases from 19.46 cm2 V−1 s−1 for the pure ZnO to 1.03 cm2

V−1 s−1 for the ZnO0.871N0.129 film. The nitrogen in ZnO may
act as the impurity scattering centers, which are responsible for
the reduction in electron mobility.41,42 Therefore, the electrical
properties of ZnO:N films characterized by the Hall effect
measurement are correspondent with the substitution of N for
O in the ZnO:N films, as indicated by the XPS and XANES
measurements.

■ CONCLUSIONS
In summary, the remote plasma in situ atomic layer doping
technique was used to prepare ZnO:N thin films. The N
content in the ZnO:N films exhibits a linear dependence on the
nitrogen atomic layer doping percentage, indicating that the N
content can be precisely controlled by the number of atomic
doped layers and their separation in the films. Heavily doped
ZnO:N thin films with the N content as high as 12.9% can be
achieved using this in situ atomic layer doping technique. XPS,
XAS and Hall effect measurements were performed to
investigate the correlation between the local electronic
structures and the electrical properties of the ZnO:N thin
films. The XPS spectrum indicates the formation of the Zn−N
bond and the N content in the ZnO:N films was identified by

the XPS analysis. The XANES measurement presents a
decrease in strength of the O 2p hybridized with Zn 4s states
and an increase in the valence state energy of Zn species, as
results of the substitution of N for O sites. The O K-edge
XANES spectra also reveals an increase of the bandgap energy,
which agrees well with the blue shift in the PL spectra. The Hall
effect measurement shows a significant decrease of electron
concentration in the ZnO:N films with an increase of the N
content. This can be deduced from the formation of N-related
acceptor states (No) by occupation of O sites with N species,
which is consistent with the XPS and XANES measurements.
The results indicate that the in situ atomic layer doping
technique is an effective method for modifying the electrical
characteristics of ZnO. The ZnO:N thin films will be applied in
the ZnO-based devices for future studies.
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